
 

Abstract--Adaptive hypertext provides a powerful approach to
the problems of providing information that is appropriate to the
diverse needs of users, and it is most commonly implemented in
education.  In this paper we describe how an experimental XML-
based adaptive learning environment (WHURLE) has been built
to facilitate the creation of reusable educational content.
WHURLE authors fall into three categories – subject experts
create “chunks” – conceptually discrete units of content; teachers
create “lessons” and technical authors create the user models
that inform the systems adaptation.  WHURLE has a modular
architecture so that alternative skins and adaptation filters may
be used to radically change its appearance and behaviour.   We
also consider issues involved with navigation in an adaptive
docuverse, and describe a mechanism for user-control of the
adaptation – tantamount to a manual override of the user model.  

Index Terms--Adaptive Systems, Educational Technology,
Hypertext Systems, Web and Internet Services

I. INTRODUCTION

S the volumes of information available on the WWW
increases, the problem arises of providing information

that is appropriate to the needs of end users with differing
goals and interests.  Content management systems that are
capable of delivering adaptive hypermedia are providing an
increasingly important approach to addressing this problem.
So far the majority of such adaptive systems that have been
implemented on the web are for educational applications [1].

When IT is used as the medium for distributed learning, it
must be remembered that the users almost invariably have
diverse needs and requirements.  Not only do students vary in
their abilities and prior experience, but also the manner in
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which people learn varies enormously between individuals [2]
and moreover these preferences are highly changeable [3].  In
order to be effective the pedagogic design of educational
software should reflect this complex system.  Ignoring the
needs of individual users and focusing upon the “average”
student is a serious flaw that is all too commonly found in
technology-based learning.     Indeed evaluation studies have
found that static web-based systems can have a polarising
effect upon students of different abilities [4].  Some students
perform better using such systems than they do with
conventional teaching methods, but some are seriously and
systematically disadvantaged.  

The ideal of using adaptive hypertext in education is to
create systems that “understand” the learning requirements of
users, and present information that fulfils these requirements
in terms of content, structure and pedagogy [5].  

The presentation of dynamic adaptive information on the
web, rather than more conventional static “pages”, raises
many issues ranging from authoring metaphors to user
interface design and navigation within a changing docuverse.
Most of these issues arise from the fact that a fundamental
paradigm of the web breaks down in such systems – the end
user no longer necessarily sees what the content author sees.
In this paper we describe how we have addressed some issues
of navigation in the ongoing development of WHURLE1

(Web-based Hierarchical Universal Reactive Learning
Environment) – an experimental adaptive learning
environment and educational content management system.

II. THE WHURLE FRAMEWORK
WHURLE is designed to provide a discipline-independent

framework that manages easily reusable content, is
pedagogically flexible and has the capability of implementing
adaptation [6], [7].  An important feature of this framework is
that it distinguishes between three types of authors of
educational hypermedia – subject experts, teachers and
technical authors.  The subject experts are responsible for the
content, the teachers for the implementation of that content
and the technical authors for the user model of the adaptation
and the appearance and behaviour of the system. 

A. The Learning Environment
 WHURLE is an integrated learning environment that

provides students with an interactive learning space that
contains tools and services to facilitate independent study.
The content is presented to students in the form of “lessons” –
which are constrained constructs of hierarchical pages.   These
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pages may contain information, problems, simulations or
assignments and although the teacher provides a default
pathway this is not imposed upon the student, (ie each node is
semantically autonomous).  The lessons are manifest as virtual
documents, that are adapted to meet the requirements of the
user according to rules that are defined by both the user model
and personal data stored in a user profile.  Virtual documents
are constructed from underlying resources by means of
conditional transclusion [8].

Transclusion is a central component of Nelson’s original
vision of hypertext that he has described as the “heart of
connection” [9].  Transclusion is the dynamic inclusion of an
arbitrary component of one document inside another, and is
one of the more rarely implemented aspects of hypertext. The
adaptation of WHURLE is achieved by using a simplified
version of transclusion to create the virtual documents that are
visible only to the user.  The conditionality of the transclusion
is dependent upon information that is stored in user profiles
which allows the transparent assembly of content to meet the
needs of the individual.

B. The Content Model
The content is authored in the form of conceptually discrete

units called chunks. In most cases a chunk is a small construct
typically containing a single media item (eg a paragraph of
text) or a small group of related media items (eg a captioned
image), together with appropriate metadata.   All of the
chunks available to any one installation of WHURLE are
collectively referred to as the melange.   The encapsulation of
content into chunks that are created by subject experts
provides the system with the flexibility required for
adaptation, but this is completely transparent to the end-users.
What a student sees is a virtual document – the content of
which is derived from one or more chunks.   

Lessons are defined by lesson plans, which consist of a
pathway through the melange created by teachers.  At its
simplest a lesson plan might be nothing more than a hierarchy
of levels – each containing one or more pages – which are
themselves constructed by the transclusion of chunks.   In an
adaptive lesson, the lesson plan also contains dependencies –
which determine whether chunks, pages or lesson levels are
included in the virtual document.

C. The Implementation
WHURLE is an XML system currently implemented using

XSLT that is processed on the server, delivering dynamic
HTML. In order to minimise the processing overhead
XInclude is used to retrieve chunks as they are required.
XSLT and XInclude are processed using the Cocoon XML
publishing framework2.  The user profiles are stored using a
MySQL database3, chunks and lesson plans are XML files and
configuration and navigation information is specified as
request parameters of the URI (see [7] for further details).

D. Navigation and Linking
WHURLE contains an autonavigation system to generate

the links between components of virtual documents from the

nodal relationships in the underlying lesson plan.  This saves
the teacher from having to create such links, guarantees link
integrity and allows the reuse of chunks in a position-
independent manner.  In addition to the autonavigation there is
a robust system of node to node linking provided for authored
links.  These links are specified in an XML linkbase that may
be created by either teachers or students.  They are all bi-
directional and may be either single (ie one to one), plural (ie
many to many) or hubs (ie one to many). The linkbase and
lesson plan are incorporated into a composite XML node-tree
using XInclude and the links are rendered onto pages of the
virtual document.

E. System Architecture
WHURLE is designed to be modular – with the

functionality of adaptation and rendering separated to
facilitate experimentation and development (see Fig. 1).  At
parse-time the system builds a node-tree from the lesson plan,
the linkbase and those chunks that are specified in that  lesson
plan.  This is then processed by the adaptation filter, which is
an XSLT stylesheet that implements the user model.  The
adaptation filter passes those nodes that are to be incorporated
into the virtual document to the display engine, which is an
XSLT stylesheet that is responsible for rendering the final
output.  

The display engine overlays a navigational system on top of
the content (ie the autonavigation described above), as well as
a user-interface that is defined by a skin (this is an XML file
that specifies the cosmetic appearance and associated learning
tools).  The output document of the display engine is dynamic
HTML that is capable of being displayed in most web
browsers.  This architecture allows the adaptation filter,
display engine and skin to be modified independently of each
other – which is a facility that is invaluable both for research
and implementation.  Thus, WHURLE is not tied to any
particular user model or interface, both of which can be
created by technical authors.

F. User Modelling
A user model has been developed for WHURLE [10] that is

a hybrid of two techniques commonly used in adaptive
hypermedia systems: the overlay model and the stereotype
model [11], [12].  The overlay model measures the user’s
knowledge within a given domain, whereas the stereotype
model classifies the user according to prior experience and
ability.  This hybrid model has been implemented in
WHURLE adaptation filters.  In this implementation, users are
classified into three categories (novice, intermediate or
advanced) according to their knowledge level in domains that
are relevant for any given lesson plan (which may make use of
any number of knowledge domains). The resulting adaptation
filter selects chunks for inclusion based upon lesson plan
dependencies and information stored in the users profile.  The
behaviour of the user within the learning environment causes
his or her profile to be updated, and so the apparent docuverse
is adapted accordingly.



III. NAVIGATING AN ADAPTIVE DOCUVERSE
There are a number of issues relating to navigation within

an adaptive docuverse, which are compounded by the
transparent content model of adaptation that WHURLE uses.
The issue that we will discuss here is that of what happens to
material that is deemed inappropriate according to the user
model.  

Many adaptive hypertext systems use link annotation as the
major interface mechanism by which adaptation is
implemented. For example in the AHA system [13] links are
rated, according to the user model, as good, neutral or bad.  In
Interbook [14] the educational states of “known”, “ready to be
learned” and “not ready to be learned” are distinguished.  In
these circumstances the issue of adapting material out of the
system does not occur.  The adaptation is effectively presented
to the user as suggestion rather than prescription, and it is
ultimately his or her choice as to whether or not to accept the
systems guidance.  

However, this is not the case if the adaptation is at the
content rather than the link level.  It is especially problematic
if this is transparent to the user – as it was with the first
adaptive filter that we developed for WHURLE [10].  Using
this filter the user has no way of knowing what material is
being excluded.  The narrative flow is entirely generated by
the system, in accordance with the user model, with no
conscious intervention from the user and no opportunity to
override it.  Although this approach has the advantage that it
simplifies the narrative structure of the apparent docuverse, it
also has major problems.  One is that not only is the excluded
material lost to the user, but also the links contained within it

are lost too.  Thus the user will not see inappropriate material
that might nonetheless contains useful links.  Also there is a
risk (indeed the virtual certainty) that in some cases the
mechanism for assessing the users requirements will be
flawed.  Under these circumstances, the exclusion of the
adaptation filter will be equally flawed and much of the
usefulness of the adaptation will break down.

It is thus important that there be some form of user-control
of the adaptation – tantamount to a manual override of the
user model.   There are a number of possible approaches to
address this.  The simplest would be to simply allow the user
to disable the adaptation filter.  Although this might be useful
in a small system it would be unwieldy in a large one –
potentially swamping the user with inappropriate information.
A more useful possibility would be to allow students to
consciously modify their own profiles should they so wish.
This represents non-trivial interface design issues, as the tools
to do this need to be intuitive to users who, in all probability,
do not understand the underlying user model.

Fig. 1. The modular system architecture of the WHURLE framework.  A composite node tree is constructed from all of the
available chunks, the links and the lesson plan.  This is then processed by the adaptation filter (an XSLT stylesheet) which
implements the user model.  The output document is then processed by the display engine (another XSLT stylesheet) which
overlays the skin and generates the autonavigation system.  The output document of the display engine is the virtual document
that is served to the user.



An alternative approach to user-controlled adaptation is
what we have called narrative displacement, which we are
currently testing in an experimental WHURLE adaptation
filter.  The narrative in WHURLE may be thought of as the
users path through the virtual docuverse.  In the early
implementations of adaptation, this was the users only view of
the content.  In the “narrative displacement” adaptation filter
the narrative may be envisaged as a restricted view of the
melange (see Fig. 2).  The user is provided with a graphical
representation of their position within the melange with each
domain being represented as a sliding dimension that they can
adjust if they so wish.  For example, a student who finds the
mathematical requirements of some material too demanding
could turn down the level of difficulty of the maths.  This
would have the effect of displacing the view over the
melange, and thus changing their own personal narrative
experience.  The user profile does not need to be permanently
modified by such actions, although the user model could take
them into account if that was felt to be desirable.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
There is little doubt that techniques of adaptive hypertext

have great potential to reign in the confusion that can be all
too easily generated by large quantities of inappropriate
material on the web.  We believe that the content-based model
of adaptation that we have implemented in WHURLE is
potentially valuable.  However, one of its most important
features – its transparency to users – is also potentially
dangerous.  An entirely machine controlled mechanism of
adaptation, with no possibility of user intervention, would be
of questionable educational value.  We believe that narrative
displacement under user control will provide a compromise
solution to this problem.

ENDNOTES
1. WHURLE is a collaborative project, and the software is

available under the GPL licence.  Further information is
available at: http://whurle.sourceforge.net/.

2. Cocoon XML publishing framework – an open source
system for server-side XML publishing, available from:
http://xml.apache.org/cocoon/.

3. MySQL – a relational database available from:
http://www.mysql.com/.

Fig. 2. A conceptual model of narrative displacement in WHURLE.  Here the current narrative is a view over a part of the
melange (ie the dark chunks).  Two knowledge domains are shown here – A and B – the current narrative may be displaced by
the user along either axis.
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